Abstract: This paper introduces a benchmark framework to evaluate the performance of reaching motion generation approaches that learn from demonstrated examples. The system implements ten different performance measures for typical generalization tasks in robotics using open source MATLAB software. Systematic comparisons are based on a default training data set of human motions, which specify the respective ground truth. In technical terms, an evaluated motion generation method needs to compute velocities, given a state provided by the simulation system. This however is agnostic to how this is done by the method or how the methods learns from the provided demonstrations. The framework focuses on robustness, which is tested statistically by sampling from a set of perturbation scenarios. These perturbations interfere with motion generation and challenge its generalization ability. The benchmark thus helps to identify the strengths and weaknesses of competing approaches, while allowing the user the opportunity to configure the weightings between different measures.
Introduction
The new generation of redundant robots, with a high number of degrees-of-freedom, needs to perform a wide variety of tasks and to autonomously adapt to perturbations, uncertainties or changes in the environment [1, 2] . Additionally, human-like natural motions are essential to developing for social acceptance of humanoid robots [3, 4] . In this context, a large variety of attractor-based dynamical system approaches have recently been developed in order to implement various reaching motions, mostly derived from human demonstration data [5] [6] [7] . However, systematic generalization tests using well established measures, including those for human-likeness as derived in human-motion science, are still lacking. To improve this situation, this paper proposes a benchmarking framework to compare algorithms for motion generation.
Benchmarks are a common approach for providing systematic comparisons in many fields of research, including supercomputers [8] , hardware design [9] , or optimization software [10] . This motivates us to propose a benchmark software framework, where we consider motion generation algorithms that model point-to-point reaching or drawing motions with the help of dynamical systems e.g. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . An extensive performance and generalization evaluation is missing in most of the previous works. Success, in these studies, is illustrated mostly by displaying only a few example motions. There is, however, a large number of possible training data sets, generalization tasks and measures that could potentially be useful for evaluation. This provides a substantial challenge for designing an effective benchmark. Such a benchmark would need to provide a rich set of training data, and to evaluate a specific, standardized set of performance measures on significant tasks. These tasks should be reasonably diverse and challenging. In particular, it is not sufficient to evaluate only the accuracy of reproducing a given (set of) demonstrations; to be meaningful for actual applications on real robots, it is necessary to evaluate the robustness to perturbations and uncertainties. In the proposed framework, e.g. 'perturbations applied to the end-effector' or 'changes in the goal state' are applied during the execution of the motion.
The decision as to which performance measures should be used depends on the properties desired for motion generation. We argue that, on the one hand, robots must be precise in the execution of the task and be robust to perturbations that may occur during execution. On the other hand, to promote the acceptance of robots in human environments, human-like motions are crucial [3, 4] . Our benchmark framework, therefore, currently comprises ten different evaluation measures, including some that have been derived from investigation of human motions in order to measure human-likeness using typical features such as power laws [20, 21] or the minimum jerk model [22] [23] [24] . Although the control principles underlying human motion generation are disputed in motor control research [25] , we do not subscribe to a particular theory. We believe, rather, that the proposed measures evaluate particular features, strengths or respective weaknesses. We thus provide the means for a multi-faceted benchmarking system through statistical evaluation and diverse exploration of the robustness in various scenarios, but refrain from weighting the criteria, instead leaving the task of proposing an overall score or ranking to the user. This benchmark framework considers only the motion generation of already trained modules, therefore the proposal is agnostic to properties of the learning process such as training time, o ine vs. online training or data efficiency. We are aware that such features are practically relevant, but respective measures would be very difficult to implement in a generic framework, because they would need to address features of the learning that are intermingled with the algorithm itself.
We hereby invite the robot motion generation community to employ this benchmark to evaluate respective methods. Participation will be a valuable addition to the research in this field and findings of such investigations could contribute to a greater understanding of the differences between various motion generation approaches. The MATLAB framework and the first sets of "trained modules" are ready for download at the persistent doi:10.4119/ unibi/2678439.
Benchmark system
We describe the benchmark system presented in Figure 1 to clarify the roles of the software framework and the participants. Assumptions and ground truth of this benchmark framework. It is assumed that a motion task is implic- itly given through a demonstration data set, which is recorded from a goal directed motion i.e. point-topoint motions with a common goal but varying starting points. The framework makes no assumption as to whether these data were actually generated by a dynamical system or by some other method. It does implicitly assume that a suitable representation of the motion can be learned from these data, whereas most existing methods in the literature use dynamical systems of various forms. Using the training data, the user is required to provide such learned representation, in a form suitable for evaluation in the benchmark. The data comprise a ground truth against which the learned dynamical system can be evaluated, but no further assumptions are made about any ground truth dynamics underlying the data. Generalization refers to reproduction of motions similar to the recorded data during perturbations, where similarity can have different meanings, as discussed in Section 5. Trained modules need to be prepared by each participant, according to a software interface and a training data set available in this framework. Each trained module in M = {m 1 . . . m N } is trained for a specific shape in the data set
where N is the number of shapes in the data set. The simulation will test only one shape, d i , at a time, using the corresponding trained module m i . The software interface for the trained module represents a class structure, which can be used to store both the learned representation and the control algorithm. This provides functionality to process the trained modules. It is necessary to represent each module as a first-order dynamical system that maps positions x to velocity vectors v. The velocities are integrated over time in the simulation module described below.
Benchmark scenarios specify uncertainties and perturbation types that can occur during motion generation (e.g. a displacement of the predicted position). An overview of the available scenarios is given in Section 4. A set of parameters can be drawn randomly from specified probability distributions. This set of parameters forms a reproducible basis for the simulation. The parameters and corresponding probability distributions are specified in Section 4. Data sets play an important and two-fold role in this benchmark. Besides serving as training data, they also comprise the ground-truth for comparisons and provide initial conditions for motion generation. The initial conditions are given by the start points and target points of each demonstrated trajectory. An initial data set, used in this benchmark, is described in Section 3. The simulation module receives the initial starting and target points from the given data set, together with a specification identifying which scenario should be tested with the corresponding perturbation parameters. Given this configuration, the simulation module invokes the trained modules to generate a motion in the specified scenario by integrating velocities v over time t, which are provided by the "trained modules":
where ∆t is the time constant for discretization of the continuous dynamics and is set according to the ground-truth data set. The simulation module provides feedback to the "trained modules", including the current position of the target and the state (endeffector), the current velocity and the current time step after each such integration step. The simulation stops either if the trained module indicates that the motion generation is finished or if the generation process exceeds a maximum execution time allowed for the motion. The evaluation is performed by computing measures on the reproduced trajectory as integrated in the simulation. These measures compare the generated trajectory to the demonstrated trajectory given by the ground-truth data set. The provided measures are introduced in Section 5. The ranking using multiple measures is a difficult task, if the focus is not fully known. The result of this benchmark is a variable set of statistical evaluations calculated on the set of measures. This allows each participant to choose among the different evaluations in order to generate a solid basis for comparison. Further elaboration can be found in Section 6.
Benchmark data set
In this benchmark, the task is to generate point-to-point reaching motions. These motions not only approach a specific target, but also follow a specified trajectory pattern to reach it. This benchmark, therefore, does not only evaluate the precision of the executed reaching motions, but also the human-likeness of its trajectory (see Section 5). These criteria impose two constraints on the kind of data set that can be used in this benchmark, as it constitutes the ground-truth for the evaluation. First, the data set should naturally offer a variety of movement shapes to test the scalability of the considered learning methods. Second, with respect to evaluating the human-likeness of the reproduced motions the movement shapes in the data set should be demonstrated by human subjects. For this purpose, the proposed benchmark uses the LASA human handwriting library [26] as the benchmark data set. This library was first introduced in [27, 28] and extended in [29, 30] to compare the reproduction performance of different regression techniques. It has also been adopted in several works as the baseline for performance comparison [14, 15, 31] . The LASA library comprises data from handwriting motions collected from pen input using a Tablet PC. For each desired motion shape, the human subject was asked to draw seven demonstrations starting from different initial positions and moving to the same final point. The initial points are close to each other, which results in demonstrations that may intersect each other, but represent the desired movement shape with approximately the same size and rotation. The recorded library contains 26 human handwriting motion sets and four additional sets. The additional sets accommodate more than one movement shape in one set (called Multi Models). Without loss of generality, the target (final) point is by definition set to (0, 0) for all motions (shapes) in this library. All demonstrations of the different shapes are displayed in Figure 2 .
The benchmark tests the robustness of the trained modules in different scenarios, as described in Section 4, which raises the question: What is the correct response to perturbations? According to the criterion of humanlikeness, we expect that the motion generation methods will react to perturbations similarly to how humans do. The performance of human subjects under perturbations has been examined before [32] [33] [34] [35] and could in principle also be included in this benchmark. In these studies, the considered tasks are to generate point-to-point straight motions, which are not very challenging for motion learning. Nevertheless the results could provide interesting in- sights into each motion-generation approach, especially with regard to perturbation handling compared to human performances. At this point, however, we chose to simplify the evaluation process and focus on to the robotic side, by deciding that perturbations should be compensated for with respect to different measures, described in Section 5.
Benchmark scenarios
The motion generation in this benchmark applies to different kinds of perturbations. We identified four scenarios that include the majority of typical perturbation types occuring in robot motion. The goal is to evaluate the ability of the different motion-generation algorithms to cope with these perturbations during motion execution, i.e. their generalization abilities with respect to (i) Initialization from different starting points; (ii) the push of the end effector (realized as a sudden displacement of the current position); (iii) continuous push of the end effector; (iv) changes of goal position during motion execution. The four types of perturbations are visualized in Figure 3 
Generalization to different initial conditions
The most common generalisation test involves perturbation of the motion generation starting point (see Figure 3(a) ). Displacement of the end-effector is applied at time t = 0 with amplitude a and direction v, where the systematic variations use a, v combinations as specified below: Amplitude: Consider l, corresponding to the length span of motion along both x and y axes. Then, we draw samples for amplitude a from a normal probability distribution:
where µ = 0.1 l and σ = 0.05 l. Direction: The direction of the perturbation vp. The vector v ∈ R n is drawn from a uniform distribution in interval [−0.5, 0.5] ∈ R to determine a random direction for the vector to point at. This vector is normalized and multiplied by the amplitude to obtain the actual perturbation vector vp = a v ||v|| .
Discrete Push of the end-effector
In this scenario, a sudden displacement of the current position is applied during motion generation (see Figure 3(b) ). This simulates a hit against the end-effector at a particular point in time. This perturbation appears with varying timing tp, direction v and amplitude a. The start and target points remain fixed. Direction and amplitude are chosen as described in Section 4.1. Timing: The timing parameter tp specifies when to execute the perturbation. The benchmark data set consists of multiple motion shapes, where each shape is demonstrated a number of times. For each set of demonstrations the mean motion duration τ is calculated. The perturbation start time tp is then given by tp = tsτ, where ts is drawn uniformly in [0, 1] ∈ R.
Continuous Push of the end-effector
In this scenario (see Figure 3 (c)), motion generation is continuously perturbed during a specific time interval. This simulates, for instance, a teaching scenario in which a human tutor is correcting the movement for a certain period of time. As previously, perturbations appear at varying times, and with a range of directions and amplitudes. The target point remains fixed.
Timing and direction are chosen as described in Section 4.2. Amplitude: The samples for amplitude are drawn from a normal probability distribution (see Equation (2)) with µ = 0.5v and σ = 0.25v. The parameterv corresponds 
Target displacement
The ability of the trajectory generators to track and reach moving targets (see Figure 3 (d)) is quantified in this benchmark scenario. The target motion starts at different times and lasts for a specified duration. Also the amplitude and direction of the target motion can be changed. The parameters are chosen as in the Continuous Push benchmark, but are now applied to the target point. The same probability distributions are used.
Possible extensions
In robotics, motion generation needs to be robust against various perturbations to allow a safe robot interaction. Four different types of perturbations are implemented in the current scenarios, but more sophisticated scenarios, such as obstacle avoidance, are conceivable. the ability of the motion generation approach to avoid obstacles as smoothly as possible without colliding with the obstacle could be quantified. However, such scenarios would require an additional mechanism to respond to the obstacle, which is beyond the scope of the current benchmark.
A possible extension to spatial perturbations is to perturb the inner clock of the benchmark, since some motion generation methods use an explicit representation of time.
It is, of course, difficult to guarantee that the system clock is being used, and not an internal clock inside the model. A possible implementation of such a perturbation is to add noise to the ∆t variable to simulate signal delays from the sensor array, which again effectively results in a spatial displacement of the predicted position.
Further investigations are required to provide systematic means for performance evaluation in the above scenarios, and this possibility is thus left for future extensions.
Evaluation and performance measures
In the following, we describe the evaluation of the perturbed trajectories. All trajectories are scaled in time by a parameter τ (dτ ∝ dt) in order to have standardized duration. This allows inspection of motion kinematics independent of the total movement duration. Geometric and kinematic accuracies of the reproductions are inspected separately and in combination. To retain only the shaperelevant geometrical information, called path, all trajectories are parameterized according to their Euclidean arc length, i.e. the result is a resampled motion trajectory with constant speed that provides only the path information of the motion.
Measures on the Geometric level
In this section the measures evaluate the geometric features of the reproductions according the path information, i.e. the precision in the reproductions.
Path Accuracy
The agreement between reproduced path and demonstration path is measured by the point-wise root mean squared error (RMSE).
where || · || specifies the L 2 -norm. The paths x demo and xrepro are the discretized paths of the demonstration and reproduction, respectively, with M being the number of samples following normalization.
Target Position Error
The precision in reaching the target point is given by the distance from the last recorded position to the target. Due to robotic tasks such as pick and place of objects, it is interesting to evaluate how precisely the end point is implemented in movement-primitive modules.
Measures on the Kinematic level
The following measures are specialized to evaluate performance over velocity or speed profiles.
Velocity Accuracy
The reproduced and demonstrated velocity vector profiles are compared using the RMSE:
where v demo and vrepro are first derivatives of the trajectories x demo and xrepro and M is the number of samples following normalization.
Speed Accuracy
Speed profiles of the demonstrated and reproduced trajectories with standardized duration are compared using the R 2 measure,
where ||v demo || is the mean value of the demonstrated speed profile (e.g. [36] [37] [38] ).
The R 2 measure compares predictions for the trainedmovement-generation model against those for the simple model of constant speed motion, where a value of R 2 = 1 indicates a perfect agreement and a R 2 ≤ 0 means that the constant speed model is better than the reproductions at explaining the variance of the demonstrations. In the evaluation process the R 2 measure is not only used for the speed profiles, but also for scoring the reproduced path of the motions.
Target Velocity Error
This is a task-relevant measure, because in reaching tasks, stopping at the target is necessary for safe human-robot interaction. We, therefore, check if the last velocity generated by the model is close to zero taking the L2-norm of the velocity vector.
Movement Duration
The movement duration of the reproduction and the corresponding demonstration are compared. Let us denote the movement durations of the demonstration its reproduction by t f d
and t f r , respectively. The movement duration error is then computed according to:
This measure is difficult to interpret if perturbations occur during the motion, but it delivers interesting information about the motion generation together with other measures. For example, if the module needs a long time to reach the target due to strict accuracy constraints then the motion generation will take significantly longer than the demonstration, which will show as a large duration error.
Measures using Geometric and Kinematic levels
In the motor-control community, laws of motion are observed and extensively discussed, but it is not clear what drives the human motor system per se. We do not claim, or intend to claim, to know what specific laws of motion are used. However, it is shown that several of these regularities tend to agree with optimal performances for humandrawing-like motions.
Ample research has been devoted to the tendency of humans to produce stereotypical motor behavior [22, [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . One key observation is that point-to-point motions tend to be straight and their speed profiles bell-shaped, regardless of the direction and end-point locations of the generated trajectories. A theoretical account for this invariance is suggested by the minimum jerk model [22, 23] . The predictions of this model were originally tested for tasks involving via points [23] and also curved movements (see the constrained minimum jerk model [24] ).
Another common observation is that hand movements tend to slow down if the shape of the trajectory becomes curved. This tendency is quantified by the two-thirds power law [20] , which predicts the hand's speed to be proportional to the curvature of the path of the movement raised to the power of minus one third (see Equation (9)). Numerous studies have analyzed the persistence of this rule, mainly in drawing motions [21] but also for other modalities such as pupil tracking [47] . In this evaluation we have included measures to evaluate the geometric and kinematic information of the reproduction versus the demonstration.
Trajectory Accuracy
The trajectories, xrepro, x demo , are compared using the following R 2 measure,
Perturbed trajectories cannot deliver a perfect match, however, it is interesting to evaluate how closely the results of different methods can follow the demonstrated trajectory. Note that 'path accuracy' is measured by the RMSE, which directly gives the distance between the two paths. In case of 'trajectory accuracy' both shape information and velocity profile are evaluated at the same time. Therefore, we decided to use the R 2 measure to express the similarity between the test and demonstration trajectories.
Minimum jerk trajectories
The minimum-jerk model predicts that human trajectories minimize the following functional,
where r(t) is any end effector's trajectory. We therefore use the root of the mean squared derivative (RMSD) of a trajectory r(t),
Use of this measure for the perturbed trajectory is not ideal, because the perturbation applies additional jerk to the movement. When evaluating the test trajectory the perturbed part is therefore ignored.
The 2/3 power law
The 2/3 power law predicts the speed profile of a trajectory, ds dt , based on its curvature κ(t),
where α and β are segment-wise constants. The parameter β is usually close to a value of − 1 3 for drawing motions and α is a velocity gain factor (see [48] for the use of this law for complex 3D tasks).
The curvature-speed power law defined by (9) is a prominent feature of human drawing movements, although there is little consensuses about how to infer movement segments from these laws [36] . The question of human segmented control is not addressed in this benchmark, therefore the procedure described in this section focuses solely on average compliance with the law rather than on the temporal features of this compliance. Since compliance with such power laws is determined over motion segments, it is necessary to evaluate compliance of the reproduced trajectories with this law for different trajectory segments with varying segment durations. To avoid explicit segmentation, sliding windows are used for each demonstration by regressing the R 2 measure for the following linear relation between the logarithms of speed and curvature in each individual segment [21] ,
The parameters α and β and the fitness R 2 (i.e. the square of the Pearson correlation coefficient) are extracted from this linear regression for each segment. The fitness is used for further analysis.
To carry out the linear regression (10), all trajectories are low-pass filtered and the beginning and the end of the trajectories are then trimmed based on the first and last Table 1 : Overview of different categories of measures used in the benchmark for performance evaluation of each participant. The optimality threshold is given for each measure in the context of the described data set (see Section 3).
Category
Property Measure Threshold Scope Label used in Figure 4 Geometric path RMSE -global trajectory-position-error target position error L samples reaching 1/2 of the median speed. In addition, the segments of the trajectory where the curvature is below its 30th percentile are discarded. These procedures are necessary since curvature-speed power laws are not satisfied at the beginning or end of a movement where the speed is low, nor over low curvature portions where, according to (10) , the speed becomes singular. The procedure examines segment durations W = {0.2, 0.3, ..., 2}, measured in seconds. For each demonstration demo i , the R 2 scores, Sn = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s k }, are averaged across all k segments in Sn; these segments extracted by one sliding window with duration Wn ∈ W. Hence, the score of the demonstration is a function of the segment duration
where the expected value E is taken over all possible segments sm ∈ Sn corresponding to the sliding window duration Wn. The segment durations Wn are marked and discarded from further analysis, if S demoi (Wn) does not comply with the power law (S demoi (Wn) < 0.35). The remaining scores S demoi (Wn) are then averaged across demonstrations. The resulting score is a function of these segment durationsWn,
Therefore, only segment durations for which the respective segments comply, on average, with the power law are used to evaluate the reproductions. The set of scores {S(Wn)} and the respective set of segment durations {Wn} are referred to as the "ground-truth" compliance of the task's demonstrations with the power law. The same procedure is carried out to obtain the score for each reproduction, Srepro i (Wn), where only the "ground-truth" segment durations are used for comparison against the demonstrations. For eachWn the score is given by:
where the expected value is taken over all possible segments of durationWn. Power law compliance in the reproductions is compared against demonstration power law compliance for each segment duration, as described below. The deviation of each reproduction repro i from the ground-truth score is calculated for each segment duration, and then averaged over all durations. For each reproduction, we use a relative score which determines the change in the power law fitness from the demonstration's fitness,
We use a threshold ∆R 2 = F(repro i ) > 0 which indicates that the power law competence in the reproduction is as good as the averaged power law competence of the demonstrations.
Implemented model properties
As well as the performance of the motion generation module, we are also interested in resource management, which can give some insights on the complexity in motion generation methods.
The processing time provides an estimation of the computational complexity of the motion generator algorithm. It corresponds to the amount of time (in milliseconds) for the algorithm to provide the next desired state, based on the current state of motion. Table 1 ). Each square can have three different colors comparing all motion generation approaches to each other: high performance is shown as white, while low performance is represented by a black square.
Competition
For each benchmark scenario, 100 parameter vectors are drawn from the given probability distributions, as described in the previous sections. Note that all the scores whose optimal values may potentially be attained by a good reproduction adhere to an optimality threshold. For example, all end positions that are in the vicinity of 1 mm of the target positions are classified as optimal. However, doing this for, e.g., the mean squared jerk is artificial and meaningless because an optimal attainable jerk threshold is unknown and only second-order time polynomials attain the optimal value of the zero mean squared jerk [49] . Table 1 provides an overview of the defined measures and optimality thresholds for the described data set in Section 3.
Reference results
In [50] , an early version of this benchmark framework was introduced and discussed. The first users of this benchmark submitted their trained models to this benchmark framework, which gives subsequent users of this benchmark the opportunity to use the same trained models for further comparisons.
The following modules are currently available: First a Task-parameterized Gaussian Mixture Model (TpGMM) [12] , which implements a virtual spring damper system. Second, a probabilistic approach for movement primitives called Probabilistic Movement Primitives (ProMP) [11] . In this module, motion is represented as a distribution over trajectories. The motion distribution is used as a stochastic feedback controller that can reproduce similar trajectories when given the corresponding distribution. Both approaches use an internal secondorder dynamical system representation, whereas the next approaches are first-order dynamical systems. The third approach is called Control Lyapunov Function-based Dynamic Movements (CLF-DM) [30] . This approach builds an estimate of an energy function generalized from user demonstrations, which is then used during runtime to ensure global asymptotic stability of nonlinear dynamical systems at the target. A neural network implementation called Neural imprinted Vector Field (NiVF) [14, 15] is also evaluated. The neural network learning uses stability constraints from Lyapunov theory to implement a vector field, which is then used to encode a stable dynamical system. All models were implemented and provided by their corresponding authors. Finally, the dynamic movement primitives approach (DMP) is evaluated. The DMP model is implemented by the authors of this paper and follows the original design of the DMP algorithm described in [19, 51] .
All of these approaches are applied to the default data set introduced in Section 3. The trained modules are available for download and can be used in comparisons.
Standardized Scores and Ranking
In this benchmark, normalized scores are chosen that can be used for comparisons between methods in the benchmark, or across all motion patterns for each method.
To reduce the sensitivity of the scoring system to noise and digitization, standardized scores are used. One way to achieve this standardization is to equip all measures with an optimality threshold, whose optimal values may potentially be attained by a good reproduction. In addi-tion, a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test, for determining if samples originate from the same distribution, is used as a statistical tool to evaluate the performance. The parametric equivalent of the Kruskal-Wallis test, the one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), is also used.
With the help of the integrated analysis tool in the benchmark software, each participant is able to generate similar plots to those shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 . Figure 4 provides a statistical overview of performance, given the benchmark scenarios, participation methods and the different measures with respect to optimality thresholds. The color of each square is determined by the mean performance over all tested parameters, where each result corresponding with one test parameter vector is ranked as high performance (white), common performance (gray) or low performance (black). Note that white does not necessarily mean an optimal result, but it shows the statistical tendency arising from comparison of the models. Starting from this overview, each user can generate more detailed plots. In Figure 5 we give exemplar results from application of the DMP model to the benchmark scenario. The benchmark system allows participants to systematically evaluate their own modules, with respect to different benchmark scenarios. However, the ranking of these results is left for each participant, because the unique design of each module may target specific features in motion generation, and may therefore change the focus of the ranking. In particular, these plots show the "trajectory-position-error", however, those plots can be generated for each measure described in Section 5.
